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Goals & Objectives 
 
DIRECTION    ONE VISION 

To be successful 
To be regarded as a premier performer in competitive bowls 

 
Purpose of the goal 

Creates a sense of momentum, of family, loyalty, of a joint team mindset.  
 
ONENESS 

Know what the squad want 
Know which players have the same desire 

 
ONENESS 
One squad   Of players, coaches, selectors, executive 
One culture   Planned, prescribed, performers, professionalism, 
preview 
One team The right people, who take their role seriously, take 

responsibility 
 

TEAM GOAL STATEMENT 
 

We acknowledge and agree that as team members: 
 
1.   The team strive to be the best in competition and as a model competitive group. 
2.  We have a responsibility to be role models as elite players and of professionalism for our sport. 
3.  Professionalism is represented by us and others as: 
            - having pride in our selection, our team mates and our appearance 
            - priority to the commitment(s) of the team  
            - preparing, planning & training with and as a team member 
            - competing individually and as a team member to the best of our ability at all times 

- leadership within our group 
 - the goals I / we set and strive to achieve 
 - by my / our attitude 

4.  A  commitment to continue to improve our individual and team skills that encompass communication, 
 fitness, mental, sensory, technical, team and tactical skills. 
5.  We support, respect & encourage all current and prospective team members who in turn will be 
 teammates competing for our team and maybe our state & country. 
6.   We cannot control selection, we can control our focus on being better bowlers and team members. 
7.   We are allowed to make mistakes in competition and we will enjoy the pride of being team members. 
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